Arabic Voice Recognition Using Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network
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Abstract

This research adapted and implemented an algorithm for commanding using speech recognition in ARABIC language in addition to English, and the ability to train the system using other languages. The recognition based on discrete coefficient of the wavelet transform. Intelligent recognizer is built for two models, the first is Neural Networks, and the second is Fuzzy Logic Recognizer. The proposed speech recognition system consists of three phases; preprocessing phase (two processes are performed on the sound, DC level removal and resizing of sample for 2000 samples for each sound), feature extraction phase (features that distinguish each sound from another, it is wavelet transform coefficients), and recognition phase (many classifiers could be used for speaker recognition, in this research supervised neural networks, MLP and Fuzzy Logic classifiers are used. This research is also concerned with studying the recognition ability of MLP neural Network and Suggeno type Fuzzy Logic systems, for the recognition of Arabic and English Languages. The neural networks trained with features extracted from discrete wavelet transform. The use of Wavelet Transformation enables to extract an exact features form the speech. The research illustrates the effect of using two different intelligent approaches using MATLAB, and by applying the voice commands directly to an automated wheeled vehicle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pattern recognition (PR) deals with the problem of classifying set of patterns or objects obtained from the measurements of physical or mental processes into number of categories or classes [1, 2]. Pattern recognition has a long history of theoretical research in the area of statistics. Recent advances in computer technology have increased the practical applications of pattern recognition, which in turn have led to further theoretical developments. Today, automation in industrial production and the need for efficient information storage are also becoming increasingly important. This trend has led pattern recognition to be in the high edge of engineering applications and research of the industrial fields. There is no doubt that pattern recognition is an important, useful, and rapidly developing field with cross-disciplinary interest and participation [3].

PR plays an important role in many applications such as document processing, robot vision, recognition of paintings, character recognition and other fields. Automation of pattern recognition helps to speed up processing time as well as to automate processes without human intervention [4]. Generally, PR is the study of concepts, algorithms, and implementations that provide artificial systems with a perceptual capability to put patterns into categories in a simple and reliable way. It has been applied to a wide range of areas including image analysis, computer vision, automatic radar target detection, land cover classification, fingerprint identification, face recognition, handwriting and character identification, speech and voice understanding and computer-aided diagnosis [3].

The use of biometric information has been known widely for both person identification and security applications in addition to special needs applications. It is common knowledge that the human speech can be used as a command input instead of traditional input unit. The main biometric characteristic that can be used in commanding as input unit, with flexibility and wide range of input command is the human speech [5].

A system for speaker independent speech recognition was presented by Rehmam et al. in [6], which was experienced on isolated words from three oriental languages, i.e., Pashto, Persian, and Urdu. This system combines feed-forward artificial neural network (FFANN) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) with the aim of speech recognition.

For feature extraction DWT is utilized and for the classification purpose the FFANN is used with the aim of speech recognition. The isolated word recognition was achieved firstly by speech signal capturing, then creating a code bank of speech samples, and finally by applying pre-processing techniques. In order to classify a wave sample, resilient back-propagation (Rprop) with the four layered FFANN model was utilized. This system produced high accuracy when using two and five classes. For
db-8 level-5 DWT filter accuracy rate of 98.40%, 95.73%, and 95.20% is achieved with 10, 15, and 20 classes, respectively. Haar level-5 DWT filter shows 97.20%, 94.40%, and 91% accuracy rate for 10, 15, and 20 classes, respectively.

An effective approach for Chinese speech recognition on small vocabulary size is proposed by Huang in [7], the independent speech recognition of Chinese words based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The features of speech words are generated by sub-syllable of Chinese characters. To improve the performance, keyword spotting criterion is applied into the system.

The technological revolution influenced everything [8-38], even the methods of marketing, pattern recognition, business and educational applications for the real world business issues [24]. Today, the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms is expansive, particularly in providing solution to challenging problems including image segmentation [39-48], analysis of medical image [49-53], nurse rostering problem [54], healthcare monitoring system [55, 56], patterns recognition and retrieval of information [57-72], learning management system [73], as well as prediction of river flow [74-76]. Accordingly, utilizing the AI algorithms, countless scholars have created as well as implemented an algorithm for commanding using speech recognition in ARABIC language [77-79].

2. PROPOSED METHOD

The main characteristic of any speech recognition is the determination of the specific features of speech. Speech recognition system consists of several modules in addition to the classification engine. The proposed system consists of three main modules as shown in figure 1:

The first step is recording sounds and then preprocessing the recorded sounds. The sounds waves that resulted were entered to the feature extraction module for features extraction.

At last, the features that were extracted are passed to the recognition module which is composed of two phases, the training phase and the testing phase. The trained system is used to recognize the speech.

2.1 Preprocessing Module

After recording voices from different languages and persons, the preprocessing phase will start. In order to pick up the voiced signal and convert it into electronic signal a microphone system is used, the signal is then entered to the computer using Microsoft sound recorder. There are three main elements in this process:

- **Sampling rate**: 8 KHz
- **Bit per sample**: 16 bit
- **Channels number**: stereo or mono.

In most application, mono is sufficient, because speech is relatively low bandwidth (mostly between 100Hz 8 kHz), 8000 samples/sec (8 kHz) is sufficient for most basic speaker recognition. But, some people prefer 16000 samples/sec (16 kHz) because it provides more accurate high frequency information. For the preprocessing module, the recorded sounds are the input, which are passed using:

1. **DC Level Removal**:

   DC-blocking filters used for removing the DC bias voltage from the microphone signal. When the average of the wave is greater than zero, then there is noise. By applying the DC level, the average of wave back to the zero. By this step some noise can riddance from. See figure 2.

   ![Figure 2: Removing the DC level](image)

2. **Resizing of Samples**

   When the sounds recorded from people, the sounds have different sample numbers, the sample is resized to 2000 samples because the number of samples can't be controlled while recording.

3. **Low-Pass Filter for Noise Removal**

   The original signals go through complementary filters and produces two signal, low pass filter eliminates the frequencies above half of the highest signal frequency, for example if the signal has a maximum of 1000 Hz component, the low pass filter remove all frequency above 500 Hz. In order to remove noise (see figure 3 and 4 bellow), Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Butterworth low pass filter of a cutoff frequency about
500 HZ is applied to the signal (using MATLAB signal processing toolbox).

Figure 3: A Voice Signal Sample BEFORE Noise Removal.

Figure 4: A Voice Signal Sample AFTER Noise Removal.

2.2 Feature Extraction Module

The second step is extracting the features from the sound to categorize and distinguish each sound from the others. Features can be extracted using different methods, in this work features are extracted after applying DWT.

DWT is a wavelet transformation special case which provides a time and frequency compact representation for the signal. In DWT case, the signals pass through two filters low-pass filter to analyze the low frequencies, high-pass filter to analyze the high frequencies, the low-pass filter result is the coefficient and the result of high-pass filter is details. The filtering process is shown in figure 5 where A represents coefficient and D represents details.

For many signals the low-frequency content is the most important part, it gives the signal its identity, if enough of low-frequency components removed from the sound the unwanted frequencies, while on other hand if the high-frequency component removed, the sound different but we still understand it. And mostly, the high frequency is considered as noise.

2.2.1 Multi-Level Decomposition

The decomposition process can be iterated, with successive approximations being decomposed in turn, so that one signal is broken down into many lower resolution components (levels). This is called the wavelet decomposition tree as shown in figure 6.

The signal pass through low-pass filter and high pass filter, just the output of low pass filter is processed which are in figure 6 the (cA n) The decomposition can proceed only until the individual details consist of a single sample. In this research, the signal decomposition is being stopped in the third-levels, hence, the third level minimized the size of data and in the same time gives the coefficients that save the most speech data. The generated features then fed to the recognition module.

2.3 Recognition Phase

Following the stage of file sound reading and noise removal, the DWT is employed and the sounds are proceeded to the NN. After features (coefficient) extraction of different wavelet transformation the recognition of speaker stage is employed. And in order to achieve the phase of recognition a BP NN and Fuzzy Logic are utilized. Classification process generally is composed of two phases (training and testing) as illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
2.4 Feed-forward Back propagation (BP) Neural Network

Back propagation Neural network was created by generalizing the Widrow-Hof learning rule to multi-layer networks and nonlinear differentiable transform function, input vectors and corresponding target vectors are used to train network until it can approximate function (associate input vector with specific output vector) or reach high classification accuracy. Networks with biases, a sigmoid layer, and a sigmoid output layer are capable of approximating any function with finite number of discontinuities. Figure 9 shows the architecture of the Back propagation neural network used in this work.

In this work, 25 hidden nodes (5 words each words repeat 5 times) are found as the most proper number of nodes, with three-layer architecture. The NN contains one hidden layer, two activation functions are used:

- Tansig activation function is used between the first layer and the hidden layer.
- Logsig activation function is used between the hidden layer and the output layer.
- The Sigmoid function is the most commonly used activation function; it is preferred because it is smooth and bounded, and it has a simple derivative.

The proposed BP neural network used in this work consists of three layers:

- Input layer: this layer consists of \( n \) nodes; \( n \) represents the number of input features. Since different sets of features are used to train the net, it so varies according to the length of each features vector length of each set.
- Hidden layer: this layer consists of \( k \) nodes, 25 nodes.

- Training phase

Training the classifier is done on patterns set (which denote DW coefficients set extracted from different Wavelet training patterns, and the speech segment ID). The DWT is training feature Extractor, that reduces the feature set that should be trained the classifier.

Classifier training is a process of generating and adapting the Weight Vectors on the classifier, in addition to the internal structure in some cases. The weight vectors are correctly classified the training set within some defined error rate. The speech segment ID is so called Training Set Target.

- Testing phase

The trained classifier (classifier which utilizes the weight vectors produced from training phase) assigns the unknown input pattern to one of the class (speech segments ID’s) based on the extracted feature vector. Training and testing operations are performed using cross validation technique.
Output layer: this layer consists of \( m \) of nodes, where \( m \) represents the number of persons to identify. In this work, \( m=50 \).

### 2.5 Fuzzy Logic

This work proposed a sugeno-type fuzzy logic system for the purpose of recognizing or classifying the input matrix which is generated from feature extraction phase. This fuzzy system is composed of 250 input variables each one is considered as step membership function. The 250 variables are gotten from third level wavelet transformation coefficients. Neural network based training is adapted to train the fuzzy logic rules and to build the internal structure of member ship functions. The adapted neural network is auto-trained using MATLAB Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). The training is similar to the Neural Network Training that described in the previous section. The inputs of training are; the feature set of coefficients that gotten from wavelet transformation, and the target which are the speech segments ID’s.

Figure 10 shows the internal structure of membership functions. Figure 11 shows a sample of the rules that generated from ANFIS training. Whereas, figure 12 illustrates the structure of the total fuzzy inference system (FIS).

![Internal Structure of Membership Functions](image1)

**Figure 10:** Internal Structure of Membership Functions

1. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
2. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
3. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
4. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
5. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
6. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
7. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
8. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)
9. If \( \text{input1 is in1mf1} \) and \( \text{input2 is in2mf1} \) and \( \text{input3 is in3mf1} \) and \( \text{input4 is in4mf1} \) and \( \text{input5 is in5} \)

**Figure 11:** Sample of the Generated Rules

![Final Structure of Fuzzy Inference System](image2)

**Figure 12:** Final Structure of Fuzzy Inference System

After training, the fuzzy inference system (FIS) that was produced will be utilized in the Running Mode. In the running mood, the FIS will use the coefficients that the feature extraction module generated to yield the estimated ID which denotes the ID of the Speech Segments. When the fuzzy logic is compared with the neural networks it has the following advantages:

- Less memory usage due to the minimum structure.
- Fast estimation and anticipation.
- Easier to modify and build.
- Can help in modeling the uncertainties in the membership rules and functions.

But even though, the neural networks are better than the fuzzy logic in terms of accuracy and precision. Also it is valid over data out of training range. On the other hand, the fuzzy logic is able to anticipate the data that are out of the range after training. Whereas, the neural networks apply all weight vectors and directly estimate the outputs, this makes the output more meaningful and increase the precision. This will be clear in the results that recorded in the validation test process.

2.6 Micro Control and Interfacing
A simple model has been developed to test the commanding system and to demonstrate a sample of usage of the proposed system in the real life. A steering drive wheeled vehicle was used here.

The system that used here consists of a four-wheeled vehicle with two motors, one for driving and the other for directing the vehicle. The two motors are controlled using a PICmicro MCU microcontroller.

The microcontroller is continuously receiving the command from the PC, and by analyzing those commands, it controls the motors to move the vehicle forward, reverse, write, left, or stop. The command that comes from the PC is being continuously sent by a common serial media protocol which is RS232. Whereas those command are generated from the speech recognition system. When the proposed system recognizes a specific command, it converts it to a digital format of a byte of data and then sends it using the specified RS232 port. Figure 13 bellow is showing the electronic diagram of the used vehicle control and drive system.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The aim of this research is to develop an Arabic Voice Recognition feed-forward Back propagation (BP) and fuzzy logic recognizer. The intelligent recognizers are trained with features extracted from wavelet transform coefficients, then a cross-validation applied to record the results. This research illustrates the effect of using different recognizers with cooperation of wavelet transformation. Then, comparison of their recognition ability is discussed and the best level is determined in addition to the behavior of each recognition system.

The dataset is partitioned into two sets, training set and testing set. For training, three out of five sentences were taken for each person. Three sentences of speech are being used for training and the whole five are used for validation testing. The systems accuracy is tested in two ways: using whole dataset (250 sample), and using K-fold cross validation (i.e. make use of non-trained set samples). The precision of the system result should be calculated as follows [80].

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of Correctly Classified Patterns}}{\text{Total Number of Testing Patterns}}
\]

3.1 Performance Evaluation

To design any pattern recognition system, two fundamental problems should be handled:

A. Model Selection (choose the model that provides the lowest error rate):

In the employed fuzzy logic and neural networks systems, the key parameters are the training factors (stopping condition, learning rate, ... etc) and the architecture (membership functions and rules with respect to fuzzy logic, and number of hidden layers and number of neurons/hidden layer with respect neural networks) and the parameters selection is accomplished through trial and error, in order to tune the parameters of the classifier.

For finding the optimum parameters, the step below is done:

1. Dividing the dataset into test set, and training set.
2. Selecting training and architecture parameters.
3. Using the training set to train the model.
5. Using another architectures and training parameters and repeating steps 2 to 4.
6. Selecting the optimum model and training it using the training set.
7. Final model evaluation using the testing set.

B. Performance Estimation (error rate is the true error rate):

After the training and model selection, the generalization performance must be assessed using unknown dataset. The mostly used techniques for the generalization performance evaluation is to divide the entire training set into two parts, while one partition is utilized for actual training, the other partition is utilized for algorithm performance testing and the result is used as an algorithm's performance estimation. Diverse approaches can be utilized [81].

- **Using the whole dataset for testing and using portion of it for training** for classifiers selection and error rate estimation, this technique have one drawback which is the over-fit of training data that leads to being overly optimistic in error rate estimation.(lesser than the actual error rate).

- **Holdout Method** for one test-and-train experiment (divide the training data into separate subsets), if an unsuccessful split occurs the error rate holdout estimate will be misleading. The holdout limitations can be overwhelmed with a group of methods of re-sampling using more random sub-sampling, computations cross-validation, leave-one-out cross-validation, K-Fold cross-validation.

This work used k-fold cross validation which has the advantages of using all data instances (in different times) for training and also for testing which allows data full utilization. Since the procedure is repeated \(k\) times, the probability of an unusually lucky or unlucky partitioning is reduced through averaging. To perform the k-fold cross validation, the entire available dataset is split into \(k\) partitions, creating \(k\) blocks of data. \((k=5 \text{ in this work})\) blocks, \(k-1\) to \(k-3\) are used for training and the remaining \(k^{th}\) block is used for testing. Repeat the procedure \(k\) times, using different blocks for testing in each case. The average of the \(k\) test performances is calculated, and is declared as the estimate of the true generalization performance of the algorithm.

3.2 Dataset

This work is based on hands free speech recognition, voice is being continuously recorded using commercial microphone. For testing and validation purposes, specific dataset is being used to record the measurements issues. The testing dataset is composed by using a common microphone to record different sounds from 50 different persons (15 female and 35 males). Every person records five different statements. Totally, the dataset is composed of 250 samples (75 female and 175 male). For picking up the signal of voice and converting it into electronic signal into the computer the microphone system is used. Also to decrease the loss speech signal information the data acquisition parameter should be carefully chosen depending on the speech signal nature to be processed. In this research the signal of speech sampling is done with \(F_s=8\) KHz, and quantizing is done with quantization level of 16-bit.

3.3 Experimental Result

As mentioned before, two ways are used for measuring the suggested system performance (K-fold method, and the other method is using the whole dataset for testing and for training using part of the data set). The BP NN is trained and tested
with extracted features from each level individually, to discover the level which has the highest classification ability and the amount of reduction which does not highly impact the ability of discrimination.

The training of MLP NN was done using all of the third wavelet decomposition level features. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy when the MLP NN trained using 50 samples and tested using the whole dataset. The Fuzzy Inference System training and testing were done using features extracted from the third level of wavelet decomposition. The system training was done using 250 samples, and testing was done using the entire dataset. Table 1 illustrates the results for validation for both female and male persons, where the testing is done over 250 speech segment.

Table 1: Results of testing the male and female speech segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fuzzy Logic</th>
<th>MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of recognized speech sentences</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Accuracy</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Running Time</td>
<td>1.68 sec</td>
<td>3.12 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the results for validation of male persons, where the testing is done over 175 male speech segments.

Table 2: Results of testing the male speech segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fuzzy Logic</th>
<th>MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of recognized speech sentences</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Accuracy</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Running Time</td>
<td>1.7 sec</td>
<td>3.1 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 bellow shows the results for validation of female persons, where the testing is done over 75 female speech segment.

Table 3: Results of testing the female speech segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fuzzy Logic</th>
<th>MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of recognized speech sentences</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Accuracy</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Running Time</td>
<td>1.6 sec</td>
<td>3.2 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results tables, we can see that, the neural network is much better than the fuzzy logic recognizer. But, the processing and recognition time of the neural network is much greater, that implies, the fuzzy logic speeds up the process but it gets less accuracy, and male voice give more accuracy in recognition.

4. CONCLUSION

This research is concerned with building an Arabic Speech Recognition and Commanding System that can be used in special needs and security applications if you want. The behavior of the intelligent classifier in the sound recognition field is being demonstrated and discussed. Feed Forwards Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Net in Back propagation and Fuzzy Logic Classifiers are used and implemented to recognize speech, the classifiers were trained on extracted features from the DWT third level. The preprocessing phase is the proposed recognizer initial phase, it executes removal of noise; samples resizing and removal of DC level. After that, DWT is employed on the third level signal decomposition for feature extraction. Then the recognition phase in which the NN is trained on extracted features from DWT. Finally, testing the performance of the system utilizing Cross-Validation and using entire dataset (open command limit).

The following are the main conclusions drawn from this work.

- Arabic Language recognition is available in good accuracy and precision using intelligent recognition techniques.
- Using Cross-Validation in which testing is done 250 trained sounds commands from male and female; the accuracy is acceptable and relatively better at the Neural Network Recognizer.
- The use of Wavelet Transformation enables to extract an exact features form the speech.
- Wavelet Transformation also, speeds up the processing by minimizing the amount of data.
- When the whole dataset is fed to the NN, the accuracy will be decreased because of the feature types that negatively affect the rate of recognition.
- Using of speech recognition is best fit for commanding purposes and controlling actions without a touch.
- By studying the NNs and fuzzy logic behavior in speech recognition, NNs are better in accuracy and precision, but it needs high compositionality and longest processing time.
- The female voice is more complex than the male voice.
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